Below Commerce Mile 15

1. NEW AND EXISTING WELLS ARE SHOWN.
2. ROW LINE OBTAINED FROM HTTP://SCOTTGIS.COUNTYPORTAL.NET.
3. BELOW COMMERCE MISSOURI CAN BE ACCESSED FROM HWY N.

NOTES:

1. WELLS AND EASEMENT ARE TO BE CLEAR OF ALL VEGETATION (TYPICAL).
2. RELIEF WELL (TYPICAL) TO CLEAR OF AREA AROUND EXISTING AND LEVEE BASELINE.

OPERATIONS

CLEARING AND GRUBBING

NEW WELLS TO BE CLEARED OF AREA AROUND EXISTING AND LEVEE BASELINE.

ROW LINE

POWER

OVERHEAD

SCOTT COUNTY, MO

BELOW COMMERCE MILE 15
SCOTT COUNTY, MO

BETWEEN COMMERCE MILE 15

NOTES:
1. SEE WELL TABLE ON SHEET G-008 FOR ELEVATIONS, COORDINATE, LOCATIONS OF WELLS.
2. AND DITCH ALIGNMENTS.
3. EIGHT HUNDRED N. SHALL BE CLEARED OF ALL SOIL AND GDRN. THE DITCH AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF THE CULVERT SHALL BE GRADED TO PREVENT FUTURE FUTURE CLOGGING OF THE CULVERT.
4. SEE SHEETS C-14 AND C-135 FOR CROSS SECTIONS.
1. TO ACCESS LEVEE, HEAD SOUTH ON I-57, "TAKE EXIT AT HIGHWAY UU AT CHARLESTON AND HEAD WEST FOR APPROXIMATELY 1 1/4 MILE. THEN TAKE HIGHWAY N NORTH FOR APPROXIMATELY 2 1/2 MILES TO HIGHWAY AB. TAKE HIGHWAY AB EAST FOR APPROXIMATELY 7 MILES TO ACCESS ROAD ON LEVEE CROWN. HEAD NORTHWEST FOR 1/2 MILE TO ACCESS PROJECT AREA.

2. EXISTING UTILITY LINES ON THE LANDSIDE OF THE LEVEE WILL BE PERMANENTLY RELOCATED TO THE PLODGE SIDE OF THE LEVEE IN THE PROJECT AREA.